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The research problem
Define the problem
Cognitive flexibility is a higher-order cognitive skill contributing to the elicitation of goal-directed behaviour and is
associated with individual ability to adjust one’s behaviour according to a changing environment. In the psychology
literature, cognitive flexibility has been theoretically and empirically linked to information processing and response
generation skills critical in decision-making. Thus, ognitive flexibility is involved in processing and incorporation of
feedback based on accumulated experience, and thereby is associated with the ability of an individual to adapt one’s
own mental (cognitive) strategies as per the requirement to face new and unexpected situations in the environment.
Similarly, cognitive flexibility enables people to look at any task or problem from multiple viewpoints and this helps
them to effectively interpret situational changes in the environment and managing the contradictory demands of the
multiple stakeholders.
The developmental neuroscience body of literature associates cognitive flexibility with a range of contributing
cognitive processes, including salience detection & attention, working memory, inhibition, and switching. As
suggested by Dajani and Uddin (2015), in changing environments, individuals face the task of fist identifying how the
surroundings have changed; of the previous strategies do not work in the new environment, individuals have to inhibit
previous responses and reconfigure a new strategy to attain context-specific goals; Individuals should be able to use
existing information and manipulate it in real time to flexibly switch responses from one scenario to another, while
retraining the information about the scenarios and their effectiveness in working memory.
Multiple studies demonstrate a crucial role of cognitive flexibility to success both in the classroom settings and in
everyday life decision-making. Specifically, high cognitive flexibility is associated with patience, more long-term
orientation and risk assessment, decision making in day-to-day life, and thus has a highly significant implication on
wellbeing. On the other hand, cognitive inflexibility has been associated with poor ability to cope with the changing
demands of the everyday life, poor academic success, difficulties in socialisation, as well as with a range of clinical
conditions, including autism spectrum disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and obsessive-compulsive
disorder (Dajani and Uddin, 2015)
Past research demonstrated the success of cognitive interventions for improving cognitive flexibility for different age
groups (Diamond & Lee, 2011; Kueider et al., 2012), including such interventions as aerobic exercise (Young et al.,
2015), mindfulness and mediation practices (Moore & Malinowski, 2009).
This study will examine the ways of enhancing cognitive flexibility via interventions built on Yoga-based practices.
Yoga represents an ancient contemplative practice with its history dating back to over 3500 years. It aims to alleviate
suffering and promote optimal physical and mental thriving (Cope, 1999; Feuerstein, 2011). Early teachings on Yoga
emphasized on developing harmony with nature and maintain cordial personal relationships. Sage Patanjali gave a
“eight-limbed’ structure to the yogic path and led to Yoga attain its classical form, known as Ashtanga Yoga
(Feuerstein, 2013). This Classical Yoga based on its eight-fold path represents a comprehensive and an integrative
system. Ashtanga Yoga with a focus on the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual well-being of an individual
comprise of the following eight practices:
•

Yama: moral codes or ethics with respect to others

•

Niyama: self-purification or ethics with respect to self

•

Asana: postures

•

Pranayama: breath regulation

•

Pratyahara: sensory withdrawal

•

Dharana: concentration

•

Dhyana: meditation

•

Samadhi: self-transcendence

We hypothesize a positive impact for Yoga Based Practices on cognitive flexibility. Yoga based practices regulate the
activities of the mind field, promoting the equanimity of mind. That, in turn, is likely to result in decentering or
psychological distancing from one’s thoughts and emotions. Distancing makes psychological and cognitive resources
available to reflect on the problem more, and flexibility to look at the problem from multiple perspectives (cognitive
flexibility). A Yoga Protocol will include body movement, body tapping, pranayama like Bharstika, Kapalbhati, AnulomVilom, Pran Sadhana (attention to alternate nostrils and nasal passage while breathing), body scan and meditation by

focusing on breath. This protocol takes about 25 minutes to complete.
We will examine the impact of Yoga based practices through psychometric assessment (e.g., International Personality
Item Pool, Rumination-Reflection Questionnaire AND/OR the Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire, Non-attachment
measure, Mindfulness questionnaire, Depression, anxiety and stress scale), as well as with physiological and
neurological data using EEG and the tasks that focus on cognitive flexibility (the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task),
The Wisconsin Card Sort Task (WCST) is used to measure the cognitive flexibility. To be brief, the task requires
participants to sort cards under three possible categories, based on characteristics of the images presented on the
cards (i.e., colour, shape, and number). Through trial and error learning, participants determine what category they are
required to sort the cards. Once participants get 10 correct in a row, the category that participants need to sort is
changed to something else, and participants are required to adapt to this change by learning what the new category is.
This task reports to present with predictable brain activity, specifically the frontal P2, parietal P3b, and occipital P1 brain
event-related potentials, or brain waves (see Nyhaus & Barceló, 2009). Muse 2 EEG device

https://choosemuse.com/muse-2/ will be used for the study.
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Project aims
Define the aims of the project

To study the impact of Yoga Based Practices on Cognitive Flexibility

Expected outcomes
Highlight the expected outcomes of the project
The proposed study is designed to test the immediate and long-term effect of Yoga Based Practices on Cognitive
Flexibility which has direct impact on human decision making and wellbeing.

The current study will be useful to unravel the benefits of Yoga at cognitive and emotional level. The
findings of the study can be useful to the policy makers as well for strengthening the success of the
educational and competence building programs imparted to youth population in India via incorporating
Yoga as a part of those programs. As such, the project will be of interest to educators and policy makers.

How will the project address the Goals of the above Themes?
Describe how the project will address the goals of one or more of the 6 Themes listed above.

This project proposal is being submitted under the theme of Humanities and Social Sciences and the

cluster of HSS, Design, and Management. The tentative steps towards achieving the goals are as follows:
1. Extended literature review and finalization of the survey instruments
2. Ethics committee approval for experiment to test the short term and long term impact of Yoga
based practices on cognitive flexibility
3. Pilot study
4. Analysis of the pilot study
5. Recruitment of the participants for main study in control group, experiment group and active
control group
6. Conducting the experimental study
7. Analysis
8. Report writing
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